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• A national competence centre
• Work for common solutions
• Work together
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Partners

• National Archive of Sweden
• National Library of Sweden
• Luleå University of Technology
• Community of Boden
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Activities

• Research
• Development
• Competence dissemination
• ”Consulting”
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Projects (FP7)

- **PROTAGE**
  PRreservation Organisations using Tools in Agent Environment

- **ENSURE**
  Enabling kNowledge Sustainability Usability and Recovery for Economic value
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Projects (national)

• Test Platform
  Proof of concept
  From theory to practice
  Now – preservation of web
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Test platform today

• Crawling
• Analyse (format and version)
• Automatic produce a SIP (METS, PREMIS, WARC, ADDML)
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Master program digital preservation

• Study at another university
• Exchange of teachers
• Guest speakers
• Courses on demand
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• Thank you for your attention!

• Questions?
  • www.ldb-centrum.se
  • kontakt@ldb-centrum.se